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S-RTKIOO

Multi-functional portable RTK module 

The multi-functional portable RTK module S-RTKl00 is a 

high-precision satellite signal receiver system independently 

developed by Feima Robotis. It supports global dominated satel

lite navigation systems, provides real-time differential data, ob

tains centimeter level 3D positioning data, and provides accu

rate and reliable system solutions for high-precision application 

demands. 

S-RTKl00 supports assembly with S1AM100 laser scanner,

backpack mounting or independent use as mobile RTK equip

ment, which is flexible and high precision when acquring posi

tioning data. 

S-RTKl00 adopts engineering design, with IP54 protection

grade, strong waterproof and dust-proof performance, small

size It is samll and light, easy to carry and use and can work with

multiple Feima' s products.

Satellite frequency bands 

Single point positioning (RMS) 

BDS Bl/B2 
GPS 11/12 

G1ONASS 11/12 

Galileo El/E5b 

Plane:1.5 m, altitude:3.0 m 

RTK(RMS) Plane:1 cm+ 1 ppm, Altitude:1.5 cm+ 1 ppm 

Data format NMEA-0183, Unicore* 

Data update rate 20 Hz 

Time accuracy (RMS) 20 ns 

Speed accuracy (RMS) 0.03 m/s 

Material 

Dimensions 

Net weight 

Bracket weight 

Protection grade 

Working temperature 

Storage temperature 

Type-C external power supply 

Lastic, aluminum alloy 

196 mm x 80mm x 39mm 

203 g 

20 g 

IP54 

-20°C~50°C

-20°C~55°C

20V 

Aviation socket Power supply input range 12 V - 20V 

S-PACKIOO

Lidar backpack platform 

The lidar backpack platform S-PACKl00 is an integrated expansion 

platform released by Feima Robotics to adapt to the S1AM100 laser 

scanner. The platform, with a total weight of 3.65 kg, can support the 

expansion of RTK module and panoramic camera module, and can 

mount SLAMl00 LiDAR scanner for backpack walking operations, 

which greatly improves the operating efficiency of S1AM100 and ex

pands the operating mode of SLAMl00. The user-friendly design of 

the S-PACKl00 can improve the working efficiency and free hands, ef

fectively reduce the physical consumption of operators. 

Fabric material 

Colour 

Embedded carbon plate material 

Nylon 

Lake blue, grey 

Carbon fibre 

Material of metal parts of mounting base Aluminium alloy 

Volume 6.5 L 

Closing mode Zipper 

Dimensions (without GNSS antenna) 330 mm x 240 mm x 555 mm 

Dimensions (with GNSS antenna) 330 mm x 240 mm x 1050 mm 

Weight 3.65 kg (without SLAMl00 and power bank) 
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Module features 
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High 
reliability 

4G/Bluetooth 

l\'Iapping with S-PACKl00 

SLAMGORTK 

SLAM GO RTK is the supporting application software module pertaining to SLAM GO fo S-RTKl00. The App can con

nect to the S-RTKl00 through Bluetooth mode via a mobile phone, to perform static station data acquisition, point 

data acquisition, mobile station data acquisition, automatic generation of point record report, and so on. The App 

supports Android and IOS and is permanent free. 

Current project Cave survey project 
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Static station data acquisition 

Static station coordinates can be acquired by connect

ing CORS system, and static station GNSS data can be 

continuously acquired for PPK processing. 

Point data acq11isition 

It can be conneoted to the CORS system and mounted 

on a Light tripod or centering pole to collect points. it 

supports the recording of shooting paints during image 

control point collection, and automatic modification of 

the collection mode according to the type of collection 

point. 

Mobile station data acquisition 

It can be installed on the mobile platform as a GNSS 

board to collect GNSS data of rove, output time synchro

nization signal, and connect CORS system for real-time 

RTK positioning. 

Generate the record of points report 

According to the colleuted coordinate point informa

tion, point records, and the report template of point 

records created by the user, all point record repoets 

can be generated with one click. 
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